
HOME
FITNESS
SWIM SPAS
The Ultimate Aquatic Experience.

pdcswimspas.com

Plastic Development Company, Inc.

75 Palmer Industrial Road

Post Office Box 4007

Williamsport, Pennsylvania 17701

800.451.1420 • fax: 570.323. 8485

Proudly made in the USA for three generations.

All measurements and dimensions are approximates and may change without notice. 

Consult your physician before beginning any exercise routine.  Never swim alone or allow

unsupervised children access to the unit.  Must be installed according to all national and local

codes.   KBF-0515
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• There is no need for connection to household plumbing.  These units are

complete with their own heating and filtration systems, requiring an initial

fill with a garden hose.

• The FX Series swim spas utilize a very effective water purification system

of UV and ozone, EverPure™, eliminating that annoying chlorine smell

often associated with a public pool.

• Our PDC Spas swim spa models are designed for simple install and easy

relocation.  Delivered as a one-piece unit with cabinetry sides intact, your

FX Series swim spa requires no additional assembly on site, and can be

moved to a different location in your current home or take it with you

should you relocate.

• Our proven TemperLok™ insulation system assures economical operation

and year-round use.  Every model is designed to provide flawless

enjoyment regardless of season, even in the coldest of temperatures.

• Our extra wide and deep fitness channel offers ample space for family

fun.  Enjoy a summer afternoon splashing in the water without the

maintenance of a swimming pool, with the added benefit of a relaxing

soak in the massaging spa seats for the perfect end to a perfect day.

• All PDC Spas swim spa models feature a locking safety cover for

security and thermal retention.

FX Series Swim Spa
Distinction
All FX Series swim spas are delivered ready for install, and the installation

possibilities are endless.  Requiring only a level solid surface, you can

choose to enjoy your swim spa in the backyard, on a deck or even indoors.

Many owners begin enjoying their swim spa the day of delivery.

The Ultimate Aquatic Experience
Take the comforts of home to a whole new level with the addition of a swim spa.  The PDC Spas, FX Series swim spas

combine the luxury of a hot tub with the benefits of year-round aquatic fitness.  All four models in the FX Series offer the

rewards of a traditional hot tub spa with comfortable body sculpted seating, hydrotherapy jetting and temperature

selection.  The spacious fitness zone features a fully adjustable, advanced resistance current for an effective aquatic

workout.  Experience the rewards of personal well-being, relaxation and family togetherness in the privacy of your own

backyard with the addition of a PDC Spas swim spa.

A New Generation
of Fitness
Gentle on your joints and back, the buoyancy of aquatic exercise

provides an effective stress-less road to fitness.  With the strategic

position of our Synergy Pro™ water current, the resistance flow is

smooth and balanced within the fitness channel for the best of

workouts.  Fully adjustable, you decide how gentle or challenging your

routine should be.  The fitness zone is wide and deep enough for

beginner to competitive swim training, the use of treadmills, underwater

bikes and water aerobics exercising.  Complete every workout with a

soothing hydrotherapy massage assuring a total sense of health and

well-being.
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So Much More Than a WorkoutBenefits of Aquatic
Exercise
Want to feel healthier, boost your energy and improve your quality of life?  A regular

exercise program is proven to do just that at any age or fitness level.  A lifestyle

including frequent exercise benefits the cardiovascular system, reduces the risk of

many health problems, increases muscular strength and balance.  However, many

find it difficult to fit a visit to the gym in their already hectic day.  Traffic, weather, even

the thought of a public setting workout keeps you away from a busy gym.  With the

convenience of your very own swim spa, a simple walk to the backyard provides the

privacy of a personal workout.  A healthier lifestyle and a happier you awaits.

Aquatic exercise offers a safe and enjoyable alternative to the joint pounding workout

of fitness training.  The moment you enter the warm water, your muscles are immedi-

ately working together to balance and stabilize; increasing muscle and joint strength,

stamina, and core stability.  The natural buoyancy of water protects your joints and

muscles from possible injury associated with traditional treadmill and pavement

exercising.

• Swimming A typical home pool is too short and too expensive to maintain for a

year-round exercise routine.  The FX Series swim spa models feature a unique

Synergy Pro™ water current system for the optimum of resistance training

designed for the beginner to the competitive swimmer.  The exclusive insulation

and thermal cover assures your workout continues no matter the weather. 

Because you have full adjustment of the Synergy Pro™ system, a simple turn of 

the PowerSelector™ and you choose the most gentle of water current for

beginners, to a medium flow matching your training needs, to the most powerful 

current for that demanding swim experience.

• Walking Using an underwater treadmill, the water buoyancy relieves pressure

associated with back, hip, knee and ankle pain often associated with traditional

walking and running.  Make your workout your own with an adjustment of the

Synergy Pro™ current for a gentle walk to the most challenging of workouts.

• Resistance Training The AquaFlex™ system, by BOWSWIM™, provides the

ultimate in aquatic low-impact resistance exercise-ing for strength, training, and

rehabilitation.  Swimming is known as the best fitness exercise for low-impact, 

calorie burning and weight loss.  Add the AquaFlex™ to your workout and the

results are significantly increased. Standard on every FX Series model, the rein

forced carbon/fiber telescoping pole snaps easily into a receptor fitting. This

revolutionary technology transforms your swim spa into a nearly stress free,

impact free training machine. The ability of the adjustable tether to maintain the 

body in a nearly horizontal position changes the nature of aquatic exercise. It is 

the only system offering “variable fit” to the added benefits horizontal water

exercise brings to fitness and rehabilitation. The horizontal support, unique to

this system, allows full body therapy without fear of injury often experienced in

traditional therapy programs.  With AquaFlex™, you exercise, train, rehabilitate, 

strengthen and tone.  And you do it better, smarter and more efficiently.

• Water Aerobics Even the simplest movements when performed underwater take 

on a new level of workout.  From lifting weights, to yoga positions, to simple 

stretching, the support and resistance of water alone enhance the benefits of

exercise.  The AquaBar™ offers support and balance for any exercise you choose.

• Post Workout Cool Down Relax those tired muscles with the ultimate of 

cool downs. Let the healing begin as you lean into the RX6 full body

massage column where hydrojets massage your shoulders, upper and 

lower back, wrapping your body in healing comfort. Your routine is not

complete until you relax in the two contoured fitness zone seats. Each and 

every body part is rejuvenated with deep tissue, powerful jets soothing 

shoulder, hip and thigh areas, while directional jets pinpoint neck, calves 

and ankles.

• Hydrotherapy Massage Step into the warm, massaging waters and let the 

tensions and stress of the day melt. Much like having a personal masseuse, 

those annoying minor aches and pains are soothed, providing full body

relaxation from the natural effects of heat and water. Hydrotherapy is one of 

the oldest, most effective and safest ways to treat common ailments and

relieve tension. In as few as twenty minutes, circulation improves, muscles 

relax and tensions are eased. You will find that you sleep better, waking up 

refreshed and rejuvenated.

The FX219 Dual Zone model is the epitome of swim spa ownership. Not 

only is there a full size aquatic fitness zone, two body sculpted seats and

a pair of RX6™ full body massage columns, you can also relax in a five seat 

hot tub for year round hydrotherapy massage enjoyment. The fitness “zone”

and the hot tub “zone” feature separate heating, filtration, jet power and 

lighting controls. You have the option to enjoy both zones year-round or if 

you so choose, to use only the fitness swim zone in the summer and only 

the hot tub zone during the winter months. The choice is yours and the 

benefits are endless.

• Year Round Family Time The FX Series swim spa is the perfect family

center where relaxing, playing and much needed together time meet. A 

PDC Spa swim spa offers plenty of space to enjoy water fun, cool down on 

a hot day, or leisurely soak up some sun, and without the headaches and 

cost of a traditional pool.

Don’t be fooled into thinking FX Series swim spas are only for serious athletes. While these units offer an array of fitness benefits,

their year-round use, ease of maintenance and simple install make them a unique and highly desirable product to anyone. The

FX Series models feature fun in the water, fitness in the water and a relaxing hot tub massage under a star filled sky. You and your

entire family will enjoy all the benefits of adding a swim spa to your lifestyle has to offer.
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FX14
DIMENSIONS:   168” x 91 ½” x 54 ½” deep

427cm x 232cm x 138cm

CAPACITY:        2000 gal.
7571 l.

DRY WEIGHT:    1575 lbs.
714 kg.

 FX15
DIMENSIONS:   180” x 91 ½” x 54 ½” deep

457cm x 232cm x 138cm

CAPACITY:        2140 gal.
8101 l.

DRY WEIGHT:    1645 lbs.
746 kg.

FX17
DIMENSIONS:   203 ½” x 91 ½” x 54 ½” deep

517cm x 232cm x 138cm
CAPACITY:        2420 gal.

9161 l.

DRY WEIGHT:    1784 lbs.
  809 kg.

Built with Quality in

the USA
Designed, developed and built by American craftsmen in

the heart of Pennsylvania, each PDC Spa swim spa is

constructed with only the finest of raw materials and proven

manufacturing processes.  Cast acrylic sheet supplied by

Lucite® begins the production as the durable colored outer

layer of each ergonomically designed model.  Units are then

backed with multiple layers of hand-rolled fiberglass and

non-filled resins for a unit so strong it can actually stand on

it’s own.  Each FX Series swim spa is backed with a 35 year

structural warranty and a 15 year finish warranty guaranteed

by a company that has produced quality products for over

five decades.

• TemperLok™ Energy Design Trapped waste heat in the 

dead air space behind the cabinet is recycled keeping 

your swim spa operating efficiently and economically.  All 

PDC spa models meet or exceed the industry energy 

standards, known as the CEC; California Energy

Commission Title 20, by as much as 32% over

competitive brands. 

• EverPure™ Water Treatment The PDC EverPure™ ozone

system produces pure ozone, nature’s powerful oxidizer 

destroying organic and inorganic contaminants instantly 

and continuously.  The EverPure™ system is cleansing 

your swim spa water whenever the pump is filtering.  It

is completely silent and costs pennies a day to operate.

Exclusive to PDC Spas, our Ever-Lite™ indicator lets

you know your swim spa is clean and inviting.  A quick 

glance at the cabinet mounted light will assure you the

EverPure™ ozone is hard at work keeping your unit

sanitized and pure without you ever having to lift a finger.

• Safety Thermal Cover Our locking thermal covers are

designed in two sections, each folding in half for a

convenient, thermally efficient cover to your swim spa. 

Three year warranty, --- approved.

• PermaWood™ Cabinet This virtually maintenance free 

cabinet withstands weather conditions for a durable yet 

attractive finish to your swim spa.

• Lighting Features Multiple colored, low energy LED

lighting adds to the beauty and safety of your swim spa. 

MotionGlow™ underwater lighting is standard on all FX 

Series models, with the Allure™ and Illusion™ lighting 

packages optional.

FX Series Swim Spa Models
All FX Series standard features:
• Lucite® Cast acrylic shell with 35 year warranty
• PermaWood™ maintenance-free cabinet, in 2 finishes
• 4 layer insulation system; TemperLok™, with
TemperBase™ ABS floor

• PowerFlo™ filtration with dual 50 sq. ft. filters
• 2 MotionGlow™ LED lighting systems
• RX6™ full body massage columns with 12
hydrotherapy jets

• 26 adjustable hydrotherapy jets, 8 safety suctions
• Reflections stainless steel jetting™
• 2 Power Selectors™, 6 air controls
• EverPure™ ozone purification system with
EverLite™ indicator

• 6 Synergy Jets™
• AquaFlex™ fitness system
• Integrated AquaBar™
• Full 16 HP jet pump system: 4HP hydrotherapy pump
& 2-6HP fitness pumps

• Gecko 600 Series & 100 Series control centers
with 4KW heater

• Safety approved insulating cover, 3 year warranty
• Requires 50 AMP, 220V service

FX219 standard features:

(In addition to all FX standard features)

• 31 adjustable hydrotherapy jets, 4 safety
suctions

• MotionGlow™ LED lighting, 3 air controls
• Power Flo™ filtration with 50 sq. ft. filter
• Gecko 450 control center with 4KW heater
• EverPure™ ozone purification system with
EverLite™ indicator

• 4HP & 2HP jet pumps for full 22HP system
• Requires (2) 50 AMP 220V service

Optional choices on ALL units:
• Additional 4KW heater
• SoundStream™ audio system
• Allure LED lighting™
• Illusion lighting™
• AccuLok™ Cover - 7 year warranty

FX219
DIMENSIONS:   227” x 91 ½” x 54 ½” deep

578cm x 232cm x 138cm

CAPACITY:        2425 gal.
9186 l.

DRY WEIGHT:    2174 lbs.
986 kg.

Lucite® Silver Marble Acrylic

Slate Permawood™ Mahogany Permawood™
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